We study the ergodic properties of a class of measures on Σ Z for which
Introduction
We recall the definition of a scalar Gibbs state. Let Σ A be a shift of finite type and ϕ : Σ A → R. We say that a shift invariant measure, µ ϕ , is a scalar Gibbs state for ϕ provided there exists C > 0 and P such that
for all x ∈ Σ A and n > 0 (where S n ϕ = n−1 k=0 ϕ(σ k x)). By analogy if A = (A 0 , . . . , A M −1 ) ∈ M d (R)
M and t > 0 we say that µ A,t is a matrix Gibbs state for (A, t) provided there exists a constant C > 0 and P such that for all x ∈ Σ Z (Σ = {0, . . . , M − 1}) and n > 0. When t = 1 we refer to the measure simply as the Gibbs state for A. P is uniquely determined by (1) and is called the pressure denoted P (A, t). A computation shows that P (A, t) = lim n→∞ 1 n log x 0 ···x n−1
For the remainder of the article a Gibbs state will always refer to a matrix Gibbs state. Matrix Gibbs states are also equilibrium states for a sub-additive variational principle [7] P (A, t) = sup µ∈M(σ) [h(µ) + tΛ(A, µ)] .
where Λ(A, µ) is the maximal Lyapunov exponent Λ(A, µ) = lim n→∞ 1 n log A x 0 · · · A x n−1 dµ(x).
Measures which achieve the supremum are called matrix equilibrium states. Such measures always exist by weak * compactness and upper semi-continuity of h(µ) + tΛ(A, µ). The connection between Gibbs states and equilibrium states for the variation principle (2) was studied in [10] . The study of these measures was originally motivated by their applications to dimension theory [11] . However recently interest has been shown in determining their ergodic properties [16] [17] . In the classical case for Hölder continuous functions, scalar Gibbs states are well known to have many nice statistical properties. It is natural to ask to what extent matrix Gibbs states share these properties.
One of the strongest of these properties is that the dynamical system defined by the shift map and a scalar Gibbs state for a Hölder potential is isomorphic to a Bernoulli shift and this is the problem we will focus on this article. This is a particularly appealing property because Bernoulli shifts are classified up to isomorphism by their entropy [18] . In general it is very difficult to explicitly construct isomorphisms between measure preserving systems. One of the most common methods for demonstrating a measure preserving system is isomorphic to a Bernoulli shift is to show that it is weak Bernoulli and appeal to [12] . This is the strategy we will take in this paper. The same method has been used by Bowen [2] for scalar Gibbs states. Recall what it means for a dynamical system to be weak Bernoulli. Definition 1.1. We say that partitions Q and R are ε-independent (written Q ⊥ ε R) if q∈Q,r∈R |µ(q ∩ r) − µ(q)µ(r)| < ε.
We say that a partition P is weak Bernoulli if for every ε > 0 there exists N such that s−1 i=0 σ −i P ⊥ ε t+r−1 i=t σ −i P for all r, s ≥ 0 and t ≥ s + N. We say that µ A,t is weak Bernoulli if the standard partition P = {[i] : 0 ≤ i ≤ M − 1} is weak Bernoulli.
Notation. For a word I = i 0 i 1 · · · i n−1 we write
We sometimes abuse notation and write A I when I is a cylinder set, carrying the data of both a word and a position. In this case the interpretation is that A I is the product associated to the word.
We say that
M is irreducible if the matrices have no common proper and non-trivial invariant subspace. This implies that there exists a constant δ > 0 such that
for all I, J. With this in mind we make the following definition Definition 1.2. We say that A = (A 0 , . . . , A M −1 ) is primitive if there exists an N and a δ > 0 such that
for all I, J.
For both irreducible and primitive collections of matrices matrix Gibbs states are known to exist and be unique [9, theorem 5.5] for all t > 0. The terms irreducible and primitive are familiar from Perron-Frobenius theory and indeed the notions are connected. Let
preserves the cone of positive semi-definite matrices. The operator L A appears in connection with a class of measures related to fractal geometry called Kusuoka measures [14] (see example 2.3). One can check that if L A is irreducible (respectively primitive) in the sense of Perron-Frobenius theory then A satisfies equation (3) (respectively equation (4)). For the details see proposition 5.5. For definitions and a background on Perron-Frobenius theory for abstract finite dimensional cones see the appendix. Our main theorem is the following. Theorem 1.3. Suppose that A = (A 0 , . . . , A M −1 ) is primitive. Then for any t > 0 the unique t-Gibbs state for A is weak Bernoulli.
The proof of theorem 1.3 can be found in section 4. The proof relies on a general result of Bradley [6] , which is somewhat opaque. With this in mind we also present a method for understanding matrix Gibbs states through transfer operators which is interesting in its own right. Understanding the ergodic properties of Gibbs states in sub-additive ergodic theory has long been a challenge, with most result being achieved using fairly ad-hoc methods. This is in contrast to the case for scalar Gibbs states which has a well developed methodology for deducing ergodic properties relying on the transfer operator. In this article we attempt to adapt the classical doctrine of transfer operators for scalar Gibbs states to matrix Gibbs states.
In section 2 we show that in the case when t is an even integer the ergodic properties of µ A,t can be readily understood by studying the convergence properties of a matrix. As a consequence we can obtain an exponential mixing result which includes an explicit rate determined by the spectral gap of a finite dimensional matrix. This naturally leads to the problem of generalizing this approach to t > 0. In section 3 we study an example and outline a method for generalizing section 2 using operators on a suitable infinite dimensional vector space. A major advantage of the approach in sections 2 and 3 is that we can give an explicit construction of certain Gibbs states, including a formula for the measure of a cylinder set. Previous methods have relied on abstract compactness arguments, realizing the Gibbs state as a weak * limit point of a sequence of measures. As many properties are not preserved under weak * limits this makes an analysis of the Gibbs state difficult. Our transfer operator approach allows us to give direct proofs of ergodic properties. It also provides a strong intuition for understanding how properties of the collection A are reflected in the ergodic properties of µ A,t .
Matrices which preserve a common cone
One particular class of matrix Gibbs states has appeared extensively in applications. Consider the following examples. [4] or [8] , [23] . In fact, allowing the operators in A to act on an infinite dimensional space, factors of Gibbs states for Hölder potentials can be viewed as Gibbs states for a suitable collection of operators, see [20] .
Example 2.3. The Kusuoka measure [14] was originally studied because of its connections to fractal geometry. We briefly recall the construction. Let
). The Kusuoka measure is then obtained by extending
to a measure using Carathéodory's extension theorem. It was shown in [16] that the Kusuoka measure is a 2-Gibbs state. We will generalize this result to k-Gibbs states for k even in example 2.7. Observe that thinking of the linear maps L i as matrices we have that the Kusouka measure is the 1-Gibbs state for the collection A = (L 0 , . . . , L M −1 ) each of which preserves the cone of positive semi-definite matrices.
The property shared by all of these matrix equilibrium states is that all of the matrices preserve a common cone. Our goal for this section is then to treat these measures in an abstract manner. As one of the applications of this section is the Kusuoka measure, we work with matrices preserving an abstract cone K. For the most part, the reader will lose no intuition by simply thinking of K as being the positive quadrant of R d . For the reader's convenience we have collected some definitions and facts about abstract cones in finite dimensional vector spaces in the appendix. The goal of this section is to prove the following theorem.
M is such that each A i is non-negative with respect to a cone K and A := i A i is K-irreducible. Then there exists a 1-Gibbs state for A denoted µ A moreover 1. µ A is ergodic and thus unique, and P (A, 1) = log ρ(A).
If
(b) µ A has exponential decay of correlations for Hölder continuous functions.
That is for a fixed θ ∈ (0, 1) there are constants D and γ ∈ (0, 1) such that
for all f, g ∈ H θ , n ≥ 0. In addition, the rate γ is determined by θ and the eigenvalues of A.
For the Kusuoka measure, part 2(b) is known [13] , however our proof is fundamentally different and significantly more elementary. In particular the method in [13] uses the g-function for the Kusuoka measure and transfer operator techniques. This is technically challenging largely due to the fact that the g-function can fail to be continuous.
We can explicitly construct the measure µ A . As A is irreducible we may take u, v to be right and left eigenvectors respectively corresponding to the spectral radius ρ(A) with u, v = 1. On cylinder sets we define
Using the fact that u, v are eigenvectors for A it is readily checked that
As cylinder sets form a semi-algebra Carathéodory's extension theorem implies that this extends to a shift invariant measure on Σ Z . Next our goal is to show that this is a 1-Gibbs state for A and that it is unique. To do so, we prove the following proposition.
Proposition 2.5.
2. µ A satisfies the Gibbs inequality (1) with P = log ρ(A).
Proof.
1. Observe that
Let I, J be cylinder sets.
by the Perron-Frobenius theorem 5.3 2(b). As cylinder sets are a generating semi-algebra this implies that µ A is ergodic.
2. From the Perron-Frobenius theorem we have that u ∈ int(K), v ∈ int(K * ). Thus the Gibbs inequality follows directly from an application of lemma 5.4.
As ergodic measures are mutually singular this implies that µ A is the unique 1-Gibbs state for A. The proof of the previous lemma shows that mixing properties of µ A are related to the convergence of A n . It is this fact that we will exploit to prove the remaining assertions in theorem 2.4. Proposition 2.6. If A is primitive then the measure µ A is weak Bernoulli.
Proof. Let r, s ≥ 1, t ≥ s and take I ∈ s−1 i=0 σ −i P and J ∈ t+r−1 i=t
where β = |λ 2 |+ε ρ(A) < 1 for a small ε > 0 as in Perron-Frobenius theorem 5.3. Then we have
Hence µ A is weak Bernoulli.
Thus we have proven theorem 2.4 2(a), part 2(b) follows by an approximation argument see Bowen's book [3, theorem 1.26 ]. Finally we end this section with an example which shows that k-Gibbs states can be understood in terms of matrices preserving a common cone, for k an even integer.
Example 2.7. The following example generalizes the Kusuoka measure (the Kusuoka measure is the case of k = 2). Let k be an even integer and define
We consider the following cone in S *
Note that when k is odd this set is {0}. When k is even K is a cone with non-void interior (see proposition 5.6). The cone K is sometimes referred to as the positive semi-definite tensor cone: in the case of k = 2 this cone can be identified with positive semi-definite matrices. Suppose that A = (A 0 , . . . , A M −1 ) is a collection of matrices with no common proper, non-trivial invariant subspace. Consider the collection
* is irreducible with respect to K. To prove this it is enough to show that no eigenvector of A lies on the boundary of K [21, theorem 4.1]. Suppose that w ∈ K, w = 0 and that Aw = λw and define
so it is either R d or {0}. As w = 0 we must have that W = {0}. Therefore w ∈ int(K) and A is irreducible. Constructing the 1-Gibbs state for A ′ , we see that it satisfies the Gibbs inequality: there exist constants C > 0 and P such that
Strictly speaking the order of the product of matrices is backwards from the Gibbs inequality in equation (1) . By taking A = (A * 0 , . . . , A * M −1 ) this can be changed (see proposition 5.7). Thus we have found a way of constructing k-Gibbs states for all even integers.
Thus we have a completely explicit description of Gibbs states when t is an even integer. In the next section we use an example to explore the possibility of extending example 2.7 to values of t other then even integers.
A Case Study
The purpose of this section is to explore a method for extending the results of the previous section to values of t other then even integers. Let us consider the matrices
and try to find and study a Gibbs state for t > 0. This collection occupies an interesting position with respect to the current theory. On the one hand A is primitive so that theorem 1.3 will apply for t-Gibbs states when t > 0. However if one computes the g-function for µ A,1 one can see that it is continuous but that it is not contained in the classical uniqueness regimes for scalar Gibbs states (that is log g fails to be Bowen). This is in contrast to the case when all of the matrices in A are strictly positive and the g-function for µ A,1 is Hölder, see [8] or [23] . The goal of this section is then to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. For any t > 0 there exists a unique t-Gibbs state for A = (A 0 , A 1 ) which is weak Bernoulli.
We will deduce theorem 3.1 from an appropriate Perron-Frobenius theorem. We begin by defining some relevant objects. Let
it is clear that P (R 2 + ) is a closed subset of P (R 2 ). It is convenient to put a metric on the projective space. Define
. This is a metric; for some of its basic properties see [1] . The following lemma will be useful.
where σ i (A) is the ith singular value of A. In particular if det(A) = 1 then
2. There exists a constant K > 0 such that for any u, v ∈ R 2 + with u = v = 1 we have
Proof.
1. This is in [1, lemma 4.2].
First observe that d([u],
[v]) = sin θ where θ is the angle between u and v. By the law of sines we have that
we have the result.
In an attempt at constructing a measure as in equation (5) 
and a transfer operator L := L 0 + L 1 . This operator is intimately connected with matrix equilibrium states as is evidenced by the following fact, proposition 3.3. Define
Proof. We claim that there exists a constant K such that for any u, w ∈ R 2 + u = w = 1 and word J of length |J| we have
Let R be as above. Then there is a constant γ > 0 such that
One can verify that 1 ≤ A 10 k u 1 ≤ 2k + 3 ≤ 2 |J|. The proof is symmetric if J = I01 k . The only case left to deal with is 0 n and 1 n . Notice that 3 ≤ A 0 n u 1 ≤ n + 2 and similarly 3 ≤ A 1 n u 1 ≤ n + 2. This implies equation (7) . Thus
Depending on if t > 0 or t < 0 one inequality is trivial. In general we have by equation
and on the other
Hence the result.
Fix t > 0. We require a suitable Perron-Frobenius theorem for L. The operator L falls into a broad class of transfer operators associated to iterated function systems. Given a compact metric space (X, d) and a collection of functions {w i } such that
we say that (X, {w i }) is a weakly contractive iterated function system. If in addition we have a collection of functions p i : P (R 2 + ) → R we can define a transfer operator
There are many Perron-Frobenius theorems for such transfer operators. The one we shall use is the following which can be deduced from [15] . We will need some notation.
Notation. For any word I = i 0 · · · i n−1 write
and
Let K be a set such that K = i w i (K). 
Then there exist 0 < h ∈ C(K) and ν ∈ M(K) a probability measure such that
In our setting we have that p 
If 0 ≤ s < t then P (A, s) < P (A, t).
Proof. 1. Let I be a cylinder set. Take a point x ∈ Σ Z such that
Such a point exists by ergodicity of µ, for notational convenience write k(n) = n−1 2. Take an ergodic measure µ with P (A, s) = h(µ) + sΛ(A, µ), such a measure exists see [10] . Notice that P (A, t) ≥ log 2 thus µ /
. Then Λ(A, µ) > 0 and
[h(µ) + tΛ(A, µ)] = P (A, t).
Using proposition 3.5 we can verify the required inequality (8).
Lemma 3.6. Suppose that t > 0. Then there exists an N such that
Proof. Notice that by lemma 3.2 we have that
Thus for any u ∈ R 2 + u = 1 we have that
by (7).
For t > 2 we have that
and for 0 < t ≤ 2 we have
We see that
which has an exponential growth rate of P (A, t − 2) − P (A, t) < 0 by proposition 3.5(2) and hence converges to 0. Similarly
because P (A, 0) = log 2. In particular each is eventually < 1.
Thus theorem 3.4 applies. Now we can make use of theorem 3.4 to give a completely explicit construction of the Gibbs state µ A,t . This is in contrast to previous approaches in which the measure µ A,t is obtained as a weak * limit point. Such approaches make it difficult to deduce ergodic properties. We will find that ergodic properties of µ A,t will follow from convergence properties of ρ(L) −n L n . We can take h ∈ C(P (R 2 + )) with h > 0 and ν ∈ M(P (R
If I = i 0 i 1 · · · i n−1 we will use the notation that
Notice that this is backward from the definition of A I , to see why consider
As we can see pre-composition reverses the order of the products.
Proposition 3.7. µ A,t is a t-Gibbs state for A = (A 0 , A 1 ).
Proof. Let u = 1. Notice that
It is clear that
t which proves one inequality. Let R be as above then there is a constant γ > 0 such that
All that is left is to argue that ν(R) = 0. Notice
Now we turn to showing that µ A,t is weak Bernoulli. To do this we need to understand the regularity of the functions L J h. Thus we require the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.8. There exists a constant K such that for any [u] , [v] ∈ R and word I with |I| = n we have
Proof. Notice A I u ≥ γ A I for all u = 1 with [u] ∈ R. Combine this with observation that A I 1 ≥ n thus there exists a K such that A I ≥ Kn for all |I| = n. The result then follows from lemma 3.2.
Lemma 3.9. For any t ∈ R and l ≥ 0 there exists a constant K(l) such that for any word ending in fewer than l 0's or 1's we have
Proof. Suppose that u = w = 1 and that 
where C > 0 is the constant from the Gibbs inequality (1).
Proof. Notice
Corollary 3.11. µ A,t is mixing.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of proposition 3.10 and theorem 3.4.
We are very close to being able to prove that µ A,t is weak Bernoulli but we need one more step because the rate at which
tends to 0 is not uniform in J. Our goal is then to find a class of "good" words for which the convergence is uniform and show that "most" words are "good".
tends to 0 uniformly in J for all J with fewer than l 0's or 1's at the end.
Proof. Let J be a word ending in fewer then l 0's or 1's. For u, w with u = w = 1 we have that
where C > 0 is the constant from Gibbs inequality (1). Thus
dν = 1 for all J we conclude that it is also uniformily bound and hence its closure is compact by Arzela-Ascoli. Observe that for any n ≥ 0 we have
Let ε > 0. By compactness take {g k } a finite set which is inf h 2 h ε dense in G. Take N large enough such that for all n ≥ N and k we have
Notice that the "bad" words are those that end in long strings of 0's or 1's thus to finish our assertion that most words are "good" we need the following lemma.
A similar argument shows the same is true for [1
by the invariance of µ A,t this implies that for any m ≥ 0 
To show that µ A,t is weak Bernoulli we split the sum as
We bound the terms individually. Notice
The obstruction to using the method in the section for more general matrices is finding an appropriate Perron-Frobenius theorem. This approach is interesting for number of reasons in particular it is an application of transfer operator methods to a problem in sub-additive ergodic theory. It is also a reasonable generalization of example 2.7 using operators on infinite dimensional spaces.
Finally another advantage to this method is that it is applicable for some values of t < 0. We claim that equation (8) will hold for some negative values of t. To see this we use some crude estimates to see that for any u ∈ R 2 + with u = 1 we have
For example to estimate A 001 u notice that for x, y ≥ 0 with x 2 + y 2 = 1 we have
A 001 x y = 10x 2 + 14xy + 5y 2 = 5 + 5x 2 + 14xy.
Clearly 5 + 5x 2 + 14xy ≥ √ 5. The upper bound can be obtained by computing A 001 . Using lemma 3.2 we have that
Notice that
Therefore to satisfy the required inequality in theorem 3.4 it would suffice to have that
One can verify that this holds on an interval approximately (−0.6743, 0). It seems likely that taking larger powers of L more values of t < 0 will satisfy equation (8) .
Proposition 3.14. For −1 2 < t < 0 we have that
By proposition 3.3 we have that P (A, t) = log ρ(L). Notice that by the estimate in equation (7) we have that there exists a constant K > 0 such that
That is to say that L I h, ν is approximately A I t up to a polynomial. This is crude but it is enough to see that
General Matrices
The purpose of this section is to prove theorem 1.3. The proof is similar to [22] where scalar potentials satisfying the Bowen property are considered. The key tool is a result of Bradley on ψ-mixing sequences of random variables [6] which implies the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let µ be a shift invariant measure on Σ Z . Suppose that for some N > 0 there exists a constant C > 0 such that
for all cylinder sets I, J. Then µ is weak Bernoulli.
Proof sketch. Notice that for n ≥ N we have that
A similar argument for the other inequality shows that in fact (9) holds with the same constant C for all n ≥ N. Thus we have by an approximation argument that lim sup
for all X, Y Borel measurable. The second inequality gives that µ is totally ergodic and the first then implies that µ is mixing by a theorem of Ornstein [19, Theorem 2.1] . By an approximation argument we have that
for all n ≥ N. A result of Bradley [6, Theorem 1] implies that µ is ψ-mixing; that ψ-mixing implies weak Bernoulli is trivial.
The lemma is essentially a rephrasing of [5, theorem 4.1(2)]. With this lemma in hand the proof of theorem 1.3 is merely an application of the Gibbs inequality.
Proof of theorem 1.3. Let N be as in the definition of primitive. Let t > 1 and take q such that 1/t + 1/q = 1. Then for any I, J
where M = |Σ|. For 0 < t ≤ 1 we have that
For matrix Gibbs states the right hand inequality in equation (9) always holds. This is a simple consequence of the Gibbs inequality and the fact that the norm is submultiplicative, it was noticed in [16] . The result then follows from lemma 4.1.
(a) ρ(A) is an eigenvalue.
(b) K contains an eigenvector corresponding to ρ(A).
If
is a simple eigenvalue, and any other eigenvalue with the same modulus is simple.
(b) If u is a right eigenvector corresponding to ρ(A) and v a left eigenvector corresponding to ρ(A) such that u, v = 1. Then
where P w = w, v u.
is a simple eigenvalue, which is greater in modulus then any other eigenvalue.
(b) Suppose that u is a right eigenvector corresponding to ρ(A) and v a left eigenvector corresponding to ρ(A) such that u, v = 1. Then for all small ε > 0 there exists C > 0 such that for all n ≥ 0
It is clear from the definition of irreducible and primitive that the eigenvector corresponding to ρ(A) is contained in the interior of the cone K. This agrees with the fact from classical Perron-Frobenius theory the the eigenvector has all positive entries. Moreover we have the following.
Lemma 5.4. Suppose that K is a cone and that D ⊂ int(K) and D * ⊂ int(K * ) are non-empty and compact. Then there exists a constant C > 0 such that
for all u ∈ D, v ∈ D * , and A ≥ K 0.
Proof. First we claim that u, v > 0 for any u ∈ K \ {0} and v ∈ int(K * ). Take With the proceeding lemma the proof of the following proposition which relates the definition of irreducibility and primitivity from the introduction to that for operators is straightforward. Proof. We will prove (2); then (1) will be similar. Let L i be as in example 2. 
Where we have used the fact that L I = A Then K is a closed cone with non-void interior.
Proof. That K is a closed cone is trivial. Thus we turn our attention to showing that K has a non-void interior. First we note that there exist elements w ∈ K such that v ⊗k , w > 0 for all v ∈ R d \{0}. 
